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ISSUE 52 Sampler
Going to print first week of April:  Subscribe via the 

website:  www.t-rescue.com........ shopping......subscription
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Left: COVER 52:  Issue 52 of the magazine is ROPE RESCUE SPECIAL.

Mike Green of Montgomery County Fire (Maryland) stands next to the

Arizona Vortex Multipod as the tagline hanger hooker for the impressive

November 2007, 645m (2,115’) sloping Kootenay Highline between Bell

Rock and Courthouse Butte in scenic Oak Creek Canyon near Sedona,

Arizona. The entertaining human story by Len Batley of what went right and

what went wrong is contained in this edition of TRm. Photo by Reed Thorne from

Ropes That Rescue Ltd collection

Below Left: Talk of the devil and it’s Reed Thorne with his second

Minimalist Rescue Archetype - pick-off rescues. 

Below Right: Len Batley of the South Australian Fire Serviceand, incestu-

ously enough, the Austrialian arm of Ropes that Rescue discusses the

seriously long highline set up in Sedona, Arizona last Autumn/Fall 

Left: Ivan Hansen com-

pletes his two-part

series on Mississauga’s

transition from ‘Heavy

Rescue Squads’ to

Technical Rescue with a

look at their assets. We

don’t normally ‘do’ fire-

fighting but it was too

good a shot not to use! 

Right: The first 5 in our

top twenty Must-Have

Rescue books  

Left: Paramedic

Firefighter Joe McMahon

examines the dilemma

facing collapse rescuers

in ‘clearing’ possible

spinal injury. How nec-

cessary is it really?   

Right: Rigging plates

are the subject of this

issue’s Market Guide

ISSUE 51 Sampler
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Printed in January:  Subscribe via the website:  

www.t-rescue.com........ shopping......subscription

Left& below right: COVER 51: features HM Coastguard in the UK who

are responsible for mud rescue (supported in some areas by the fire serv-

ice) Here, TRm’s Gary Cross and Rich Hackwell trial MFC’s API stretcher

for Mud Rescue. Out of sight are Rich’s OTB water rescue boots, also

under review! Gary is sporting the latest in wooden-soled boots. 

Below Left: TRm’s Canadian Editor Ivan Hansen continues his series on

Canadian services with a detailed look at extrication within the Mississauga

Fire & Rescue Service (Ontario).

Below Far Right: Sean Johnson’s wet again with a look at the syphoning

forces created by funnelled water, a risk all too real for Humberside fire-

fighters who lost a casualty to hypothermia after he became trapped in a

storm drain during the UK’s spring floods. 

Right: Jim Laffredo on

how search dog han-

dlers deal with mentally

handicapped subjects.

Far Left: Jez Hunter

runs through an extrica-

tion  with a rope rescue

scenario in this issue’s

training article.

Left: Reed Thorne

begins his mammoth 7-

part rope rescue series.

Far Left: South African

Paramedic Neil Noble

and another night of

violence in the city!

Left&Right: Two of this

issue’s Gear Reviews

are the SPOT personal

GPS Tracker by Lee

Lang and Eickhorn

Solingen’s unique

Rescue Tool II & III
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Who’s Who at TRm?
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ADE SCOTT
Editor - UK
15yrs Head of Technical Rescue Unit (TRU) (ret)

Guinea Pig

JIM SEGERSTROM
US Editor - USA (died Feb 2007)
Flight paramedic, Tuolumne County SAR,

founder Rescue3 International

KELLY MATTHEWS
Sales & Admin Director- UK
Law Costs Draughtsman, The real Boss of TRm

REED THORNE
Contributing Editor - Rope - USA
Rope Guru, Sedona SAR, ex-Firefighter, 
Stonemason, 

GARY CROSS
Senior Chimp - UK
Firefighter, ex-TRU, HMCoastguard, Extrication
Team Medic, Marine Incident Response Group

RICH HACKWELL
Researcher - UK
ex-Technical Rescue Unit, HM Coastguard,
Lifeguard.

JIM HUTCHEN
Researcher - UK
Firefighter, ex-Technical Rescue Unit, 
Extrication Team Snr Medic, USAR Team

IVAN HANSEN
Contributing Editor - Canada 
Acting Fire Captain, Advanced Emergency
Medical Care Assistant, ex-Coastguard Aux.

DR STEWART BOYD
Contributing Editor - Medical -RSA
Top Medical Dog - KZN, Trauma Doc, Flight

Medic, War-zone junkie

BRIAN ROBINSON
Contribitor - Con-Space - UK
National Confined Space Rescue Instructor 
ex-Mines Rescue, ex-TRU

JEZ HUNTER
Contributing Editor - UK

ex-Royal Marines, Water Rescue Team

SEAN JOHNSON
Contributor -Dive Rescue -USA

Firefighter, Dive Team, 

GREG CHURCHMAN
Contributor -USAR/ Rope Canada

ex-Firefighter, Pilot, Rope Rescue Instructor

RICH BELL
Contributor - UK

ex-Police, Paramedic, Tactical medic, ex-TRU

Lee Lang has been writing a

series of articles for TRm on the

technical side of search management.

He is presenting at this year’s

NASAR Conference in Colorado

springs.  Lee works as a research sci-

entist in biological sciences.  He’s

also worked in emergency services

on and off since 1989.  He was an

EMT in Tucson as well as being a member of the Southern

Arizona Rescue Association.  Lee then moved to Irvine where he

became a pay-call firefighter with the Orange County Fire

Department.  While with the Orange County Fire Department he

experienced the Rodney King Riots, the Laguna Beach Fires and

the Malibu Beach Fires in the early 1990s.  In 2002 he moved to

Laramie, WY and joined the Larimer County Search and Rescue

Team in 2006.  

Lee is an avid outdoors person who enjoys much of the

pleasures the Rockies offer.  He is also an avid climber and a

mountaineer with over 20 years of climbing experience.  He is

also an avid backcountry skier and mountain biker.  

A.Lee Lang
TRm SAR Editor 

REVIEWS IN
THE PIPELINE

From Bauman in the USA we have the Screamer suit which is basically
the poshest evacyation harness on the market. The engineering and materials
of  this fine harnessa re outstanding though it is a little bulkier and heavier
than we are used to. However, for shorthauls the security of
this harness is second to none. 
Talking of  top-of-the-range and we are also looking at
Icelandic iconic brand 66North’s Thorsmork parka. This is
the kind of  jacket that we associate with North Face and
similar expeditioners and is again a fantastically well put
together, warm and comfortable jacket. It’s a shame that we
received it rather too late for the european winter but we
have taken steps to move our review to Norway and Sweden
in the coming weeks to keep ahead of  the spring weather.

As mentioned last time we are currently reviewing the Magnum Spider
boot - their lightest ‘combat’ boot yet with a Vibram sole. However we
have experienced some delaminatin on this most technical of  soles

which has 2 or 3 separately moulded components. Whilst that problem is
being addressed we are now also reviewing 5.11’s integral-
ly-side-zipped combat boot which is fairing extremely well
and I take back evreything I never siad about integral zips! 
The 5th Edition of  Wilderness Medicine is currently hold-
ing up a log cabin but will be here shortly. As big fans of
the first edition we’re very interested to see what Dr
Auerbach has improved in what was a giant of  a book in
every sense. It not only covers medcine, but survival, zool-
ogy, botany, toxicology, vulcanology and mental
health....the list is endless. This book was, and no doubt
still is, one of  the broadest of  educational tomes we’ve
ever had in our pretty extensive library.
Right: The ProLite MP Carrier continues to be subjected
to the most humiliating abuse! Look out for the full review
in issue 52. 

SUBSCRIBE
for 2 years to TECHNICAL RESCUEmagazine

The Nitepalm LED has 4 modes:

•Permanent dim glow - 1yr 

•Low Beam -    100 hours

•High Beam -    20 hours

•SOS Flash -    100 hours

It is extremely rugged, water resistant

and comes with a belt clip and strong

magnet that attaches well to your 

vehicle or fridge! 

Requires a 9v battery (not supplied)

Case Colour: Black

Light Source:  LED

Wt w/Batteries: 100g/3oz

Wt w/o Batteries: 66g/2oz

Size: 80x40x30mm 

3x1.5x1.1”

A Limited number of green or blue

LEDs are available-  

You will be sent a White LED unless

you specify otherwise. 

The highest quality Rescue 
magazine in the world:

TECHNICALRESCUEmagazine quarterly

2 YEARs/8 issues:
US$75.  USA &Canada
£45.  UK, Eire, Europe

£45. Australia & Rest of World

(1YEAR /4 issues:)
US$45.  USA &Canada
£28.  UK, Eire, Europe

£28. Australia & Rest of World

Simply send a cheque payable to
‘TECHNICAL RESCUE’

or for credit card payment 
go to the website:

www.t-rescue.com.......
shopping..........

subscriptions......
2 year......

This Offer applies to NEW subscribers and renewals from issue 51
onwards. Recent subscribers can pay the difference on the new 

discounted 2-year rate to qualify - email: info@t-rescue.com for details 

See the new Nite range of luminous dial
watches at www.niteproducts.com

& get a  nitepalm LED torch

FREE!!

COVER
DESIGN
CHANGE

After 19 issues using a logo

featuring the issue number as

an enlarged part of the title we

have changed to a new type-

face and the issue number has

moved to the bottom right hand

corner. A number of folk thought

the magazine was called

Rescue51 or Rescue46 or

whatever the issue number

happens to be and that we

changed the name of the 

magazine every issue. If you’re one of those don’t even think about

applying for the head neurosurgeon job. But it was clear that it’s time to

move on and to make things clearer. 

We’re taking the opportunity to go back to our very original bold ‘fat’ res-

cue font which designers would probably say is ‘retro’ but we’re comfort-

able with it.......  !

GROUP
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Technical Rescue magazine

is pleased to support teams

and agencies with discount

group subscriptions 

(mailed to one address):

5 copies
£100 / $180
per year/4-issues

10 copies
£175 / $320
per year/4-issues

go to: www.t-rescue.com

click on: shopping
select: Group Subscriptions

from the drop down menu

or email:

groupsubs@t-rescue .com
for cheque or BACS payment

PRO
MOTIO

N 

ENDS

this
 ISS

UE
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STATISTICS

Kerry Mountan Rescue Team
Ireland

Kerry Mountain Rescue covers the entire South West of Ireland and uses 30 voluntary team members to provide a year round service on Ireland’s

highest peaks. All team members are qualified to Advanced First Aid and provide technical search  and rope rescue. Mike from KMRT points out that

the largest increase in callouts is to head injuries, possiblky reflecting an increase in the popularity of scrambling on more expose routes.  

TOP
TIP

Pick-off rescues can result in a con-
gested main hardpoint with loaded
carabiners jamming against each other
and the pick-off sling in particular caus-
ing adverse directional loading on the
main carabiner since it invariably caus-
es 3-way loading for at least part of the
pick-off operation. The answer is to
use one of the micro-rigging-plates
produced manufacturers like CMI, ISC, Petzl, Kong, CMC and SMC
as well as licensed products by Climbing Technology for companies
like Singing Rock and Edelrid. 
These rigging plates provide a single upper eye for connection to the
descender and 3 lower eyes for the pick-off sling, mini-pulley system
and connection to your harness hardpoint which now only has to
contend with the one carabiner. Additional equipment like packaging
can also be attached to the plate. We discuss rigging plates and
pick-offs in detail in issue 52.

X-Trim Spinal Board
KONG(www.kong.it)

183cm

6cm

14.5cm

14.5cm

Kong’s extremely compact and lightweight X-Trim
is made of Carbon-fibre and weighs only 4.9kg.
It folds in the middle for easy transport and can

be used in conjunc-
tion with Kong’s
Everest bag and
Taylan immobilsation
straps to create the
perfect mountain
rescue set weighing
only 8.9kg.

below: Kong Everest System

byOne of  3 designs the TARP-EX takes the clamshell/
rope bag to a whole new level. The suspension sys-
tem allows multiple users to customize the fit and to
reduce fatigue from heavy loads. The frame board
(ABS composite) and aluminum stays, are thin
enough to flex and conform, yet strong enough to
distribute weight evenly. The main body of  the pack
holds 300' of  1/2" rope and the top closure is a twin
YKK Zipper track system. On either side of  the
pack are 2 large longitudinal pockets with the zippers
oriented to be accessible even if  the clamshell is
open. Ballistic Nylon on base for wear resistance. 
•Internal gear section is rigged with side release
buckles, allowing a variede arrangement of  gear 
•Opposite Internal gear section are three mesh pock-
ets for webbing, cord or other rigging products 
•Foam-lined construction maintains pack shape and
protects inside contents 
•Adj Velcro shelving can be custom configured.
•Ergonomic, padded shoulder straps and back panel. 
•Adj shoulder straps fit sml, med, lge and X-large 
•Breathable Space Mesh on shoulder straps & waist belt 
•Large side pockets allow quick access rigging 
•Reverse coil zippers - smooth open and closure  
•Reflective piping and tie-down loops for added
nighttime safety (not on tactical black version) 
CAPACITY: 5000 in3 
WEIGHT: 6.3 lbs 
DIMENSIONS: H: 27” x W: 17” x D: 10”
COST: $254. www.ravenrescuepacks.com

www.sterlingrope.com

The Finest 
Rescue Ropes 

The Finest Water
Rescue Ropes

pie chart right: 
Fatality - when the team is
called upon to recover a body or
when a casualty dies subsequent
to a rescue effort. 
Rescue - where an injured/sick
casualty is treated by the team
and/or evacuated by the team,
or when a cragfast casualty is
evacuated to safety from a pre-
carious position, 
Search - when the team is
called upon to search for miss-
ing person(s), regardless of  the
outcome of  the search, unless it
results in a subsequent rescue or
body recovery. 
Assistance - when the team
gives assistance to a person suf-
fering from non-serious injuries
in a situation which they would
probably have been able to
overcome without the assistance
of  the team, or when the team
commences a rescue effort for
an injured or cragfast casualty
who is eventually airlifted prior
to the team’s arrival. 
Alert - when the team is alerted
or put on standby, or when the
team is called out but stood
down prior to any search or res-
cue operation being undertaken. 
Referral - when the callout is
non-mountain in nature and it
has been referred on to a more
appropriate agency, eg. Civil
Defence

Graph Far Right

1 - McGillycuddy Reeks
2 - Dingle Peninsula
3 - Purple Mountain Group
4 - Mangerton Group
5 - Beara Peninsula
6 - Other Iveragh Peninsula
7 - Other
8 - Non-mountain



have firstly developed a new sounder, but also protected the PASS / ADSU
and sounder from direct heat by placing it on the backplate of  the SCBA, with
sounders at both right and left of  the cylinder, this ensures the sound gets out,
whatever the body position. The Standards Committee wasn’t happy with a
pressure monitoring system being vulnerable either, so believe it or not, in
most cases the standards now require such as a modern digital pressure mon-
itoring system such as MSA’s ICM or Draegers Bodygaurd / Sentinel, or
Scott’s IRIS, to be backed up by an independent device such as a more con-
ventional mechanical pressure gauge. As far as the PASS device goes manu-
facturers have managed with a minimal weight increase, but by doubling up on
pressure monitoring, the weight goes up, an extra gauge, an extra hose, and as
to if  its totally required, or if  it’s overkill, ask yourselves. 

PRODUCTS
The RITBAG is derived from the words
Rapid Intervention Team, and bag, simple.
Ritbag Inc produce a strong bag that will
house a stripped down SCBA, plus bale-out
rope, carabiners, descenders, ascenders, fig-
ure ‘8’s and slings. The bag is made of
heavy duty canvas in a super bright yellow,
with strengthened seams and hold points,
enabling it to withstand the rigours of  res-
cue work. The bag holds the SCBA
(stripped of  its back-plate and harness to
save weight and space) with access to the
cylinder valve and pressure gauge at one
end, and the facemask / demand valve and
hose unit at the other end.
This is then carried or dragged in with the heavy duty black webbing to pro-
vide rescue air and  recovery means. OK, so its not an everyday product,  but
one that is almost standard equipment on a US fire truck these days. The gen-
uine RitBag I tried is durable and strong enough to be used as a general res-
cue bag, let alone an SCBA RIT bag, good stuff.
MSA’s SCBA Rescue Belt abseil
device
MSA’s Airhawk Rescue Belt, is a
device built into a standard MSA
Airhawk SCBA, that allows the wear-
er to rappel / abseil if  they become
trapped.
The main details have already
appeared in a separate article, but it
consists of  a Kevlar weave rope care-
fully laid within the waist-belt of  the
SCBA. On the end is a heavy duty caribiner and a small and simple aluminium
6 hole descender. Again, a useful tool that the firefighter hopes he never has
to use, but neatly tucked away there just in case.  

Trench Rescue Container
A simple idea, to enable Technical
Rescue Teams to practice the art of
trench rescue.
I was amazed to find that what looked
like a standard 40’ (13m) shipping con-
tainer held a very lifelike simulation of
a working trench! With the “soil” on
both sides of  the centrally running
trench (a tough hi expansion light-
weight foam), it incorporates all man-
ner of  gas and water pipes, along with
cable ducts etc, running both along the trench and across it, making it realis-
tic, but extremely safe to train in. With both ends open, this enables instruc-

tors to observe and enter easily, with minimal disruption to the working team.
Shoring has to be placed according to the risks, the ground, and the services
running inside and while the sheer mass of  moving soil cannot be dealt with
this is still a great idea.

Lukas Crash Recovery System Software.
The CRS system is a laptop-based software system that provides detailed
information on all manufactured vehicles, at a glance. Vehicle extrication has
to take account of  gas struts, pyrotechnic pretensioners, airbags etc that could
injure the rescuer and this system enables the newly arrived crew to under-
stand the risks they are dealing with in the time it takes to deploy their equip-
ment. Generally installed on a rugged (fire-fighter proof?) Panasonic CF-19
tablet PC, but installable on any laptop or PC system, you end up with a high-
ly transportable, highly informative system.
Just by clicking into the software, choosing the vehicle type, model age, engine
size etc, it gives you line draw-
ings of  the vehicle, but layered
on are colour coded danger
points for:
•Danger Zone
•Airbag
•Electro
•Pretensioner
•Miscellaneous
•Reinforcement
•Windshields
Then by clicking on any of  the
safety points the system advis-
es you how to disarm certain items, or the best way around them, in a method-
ical and easy fashion. It even takes in Hybrid cars, which can have heavy duty
cables running very high voltages, not something you want to cut into with a
hydraulic cutter. Once your department has purchased the system, monthly
updates are very easily downloaded via the internet, information taken straight
from the vehicle manufacturers themselves, in real time.

Over the last few years I’ve been fortunate enough to attend the FDIC
(Fire Department Instructors Conference) exhibition and confer-
ence in Indianapolis, and a little closer to home, the Intershutz exhi-

bition in Hannover, Germany, the Fire & Rescue Exhibition at the NEC
Birmingham, and get to see and keep a close eye on new technical rescue
equipment, training and organisations there, and in other places too. I’m going
to share just a few of  the relevant things that I have come across, some of  the
interesting, and some of  the useful items, oh yes and tales of  the not so good.
These are both Technical Rescue & Fire related products, which obviously
may only be applicable to certain portions of  readers. Bear with me folks, its
going to be a long winded article, but has a bit of  everything, tales of  prod-
ucts and standards.
The US is awash with products to help trapped, downed or incapacitated fire
fighter. Just why becomes apparent when you look at fire fighter accident and
fatality figures in the US, with approximately 100 “line of  duty” fatalities every
year though included in those figures is cardiac arrest - a significant factor in
firefighter mortality!
There are two new standards in the US to help combat these fatalities, which
in turn have an affect on relevant products on the marketplace. And for those
readers outside of  the US, bear in mind that what the US does now the rest of
normally implementsometime down the road!
NFPA standard incorporated tunic drag strap 
All US fire departments are required to meet strict NFPA standards for equip-
ment and procedures. In mid 2006, certain changes were made within the stan-
dards that govern fire fighters clothing, most are materials and fire related  but

perhaps the most interesting is the incorporation of  a “drag strap”into fire
tunics/bunker jacket. This is a purpose designed harness system, stitched into,
and integral to the jacket, so that if  a fire fighter becomes incapacitated dur-
ing an incident, it will be easier for his colleagues to extract him.
Obviously aimed at, for instance, a situation where a fire fighter is down in a
building that is on fire or in danger of  collapse, and speed of  extrication is
paramount.
The harness or drag strap protrudes out of  the neck of  the tunic, and circles
the fire fighters body, under the arms, in order to distribute load and make a
difficult task a little easier. 
Will it be useful is a question you can answer yourself  if  you try to drag one
of  your (heavier) colleagues along the floor, up stairs etc., without such a
device. SCBA shoulder straps have
helped this, but with the new jacket
strap standard it works independently,
with or without a donned SCBA, and
gives a grip slightly further away from
the body.
What this “drag strap” is not however,
is a harness to raise or lower from the
vertical, that would still require a sepa-
rate full body harness (with the excep-
tion of  such as the MSA FireHawk
SCBA “rescue belt” (more later). 
NFPA 1981-2007, SCBA elec-
tronics, pressure reading 
and CBRN capability
Since September 11th, 2001 (yes, that
long ago), an obvious focus has been
placed on fire-fighters etc, responding
to what could be an unpredictable and random terrorist attack, let alone
responding to a more normal incident at a chemical or radiological plant or
vehicle spill. The CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear) compli-
ance part states that extra precautionary devices (normally just application of
one way valves) are required to prevent any ingress CBRN contaminents into
the SCBA system. This has been an easy and inexpensive task for most man-
ufacturers.
A more common occurrence has been the failure of  PASS (personal alarm
safety system) or ADSU (Automatic Distress Signal Unit) under high temper-
atures, exactly what a fire-fighter uses his SCBA for 90% of  the time!
Now, imagine most PASS / ADSU devices, traditionally they have been on the
wearer’s shoulder or front SCBA strap, and again this is normally the orienta-
tion where the highest source of  heat is, the fire.
Also, there’s a fair chance that the body has fallen onto the ADSU or PASS
alarm sounder unit, therefore reducing the sound output drastically, cutting
down the chance of  successful location and rescue.
What NFPA 1981-2007 says;
Any electronic device on an SCBA (telemetry, HUD, electronic pressure reading) has to sur-
vive in test, 6 cycles of  350ºf  for 15 minutes, followed by immersion in water to 1.5m. 
The old standard just said between -4ºf  & 160ºf.
However a PASS / ADSU also has a more stringent requirement of  200ºf  for
15 minutes, then 500ºf  for 5 minutes, a tough act to follow.
We ain’t finished yet! 
The PASS / ADSU must also sound out to 95 dBA at a distance of  3m, in all
of  5 different downed body orientations; Face down, supine right and left,
fetal right and left.
To ensure this capability, such as MSA in their FireHawk SCBA (see pictures)

FDIC & Interschutz 
Roundup by Brian Robinson

SHOWS SHOWS
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THW
The THW or
“Techniches Hilfe
Werks” is a huge
organisation of
volunteers with
stations and bases
all over Germany.
It is an organisa-
tion to compli-
ment the fire
service, to carry
out more Civil Defence type rescue work in collapsed structures, but also
equipped at certain locations with boats for water rescue, flood defence etc.
Anything they term in Gemany as “Technical Relief ”.  I was amazed at both
the size of  the organisation (some 80,000 members!!), but also at the huge
range of  equipment and vehicles that
they have available, and all on a volun-
teer basis! For now just picture of  one
of  their trucks but it may warrant a
full article in the near future.

Tripods
With structural collapse rescue now a
mandatory part of  most fire & Rescue
services there has been renewed inter-
est in rope rescue rigs for use on the
rubble pile. Devices like tripods and
dedicated lifting frames like the
Ozpod, and Larkin Frame can support the weight of  2 or 3 persons but are
generally too lightweight for collpase applications (lifting and shifting rubble).

Airshore were the first to retro fit their very heavy duty shoring with tripod
and A-Frame attachments making the system extrememly versatile. More
recently though, other manufacturers have stepped in and Paratech now have
a range of  excellent attachments to compliment their extensive shoring sys-
tem. Of  the lighter weight, rope rescue tripods I have seen and used  quite a
few but the Abtech FRS 2, stands out. It has a pulley over each leg, doesn’t
require any particular leg to be used for winch clamping, but also has rated
“eye” bolts beneath the top casting,  A good combination is a 3 to 1 Rollgliss
used in conjunction with a clamped fall arrest type industrial winch.
These lower cost tripods are smaller, lighter and easier to carry on a rescue
tender or fire appliance, but also easy to assemble and use. Their limitations
are that they’re not as versatile on cliff  edges as Lifting Frames and not able
to lift the weights of  an Airshore or Paratech. 
I watched a demonstration of  a 4 to 1 winch that was “good enough for res-
cuer and casualty” with just one per-
son pulling on the lead rope! I watched
it with a smile,as it was a case of  the
rescuer and casualty going up 0.25m,
then coming down .2 metre during the
reset! Not much point being easy to
haul with one rescuer if  it’s going to
take all day! 

The question as to which of  the really
big exhibition is the better is largely a
question of  your location and the standards your service has to adhere to -
North Americans will find FDIC at Indianopolis far more applicable with
equipment meeting to the generally required NFPA standards and European
rescuers will find that Interschutz provides the required CE marked options.
The bars are pretty good in both locations!. 

Thanks to: Gerry Styler, First Fire  and   Dave Volks, MSA US

SHOWS GALLERY
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OTHER SHOWS 
TO CHECK OUT:

Disaster Management 2008 (India)
Exhibition and conference

16th-18th April

Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India

IAFC 2008 Fire-Med (USA)
Conference

21st-23rd April

Orleans Hotel, Las Vegas, USA

Fire & Rescue 2008 (UK)
with World Firefighter Games conf & trade show

27th-29th August 2008

ACC Liverpool, UK

EMS Expo 2008 (USA)
trade show

13th - 17th October

Las Vegas, USA

SARSCENE 2008 (Canada)
Conference & Trade show

15th & 18th October 2008

St John’s Newfoundland, Canada

Issue 52 includes a review of K38 UK’s PWC course run in Cornwall. K38 was

set up in California by Shawn Alladio (main pic above) who was highly regard-

ed by our illustrious water rescue guru Jim Segerstrom. K38’s UK base is run

by Ben Granata (pic top right). Our own Gary Cross, Rich Hackwell and Chris

Walker took the course so see how they fared in issue 52! 
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Left: TRm’s rope rescue guru Reed Thorne conducts
a complex exercise with a multi-national group of US,
UK, Australian and Japanese rescuers. This required
two high directionals accomplished with a single
Arizona Vortex Multipod separated into a monopod
and a bipod to achieve a safe, clean access to the
150m (490’) drop off the overhanging “nose” of Doe
Mountain in Oak Creek Canyon. 
Above: Kilometers of pilot, messenger and 12.7mm
rope had to be hauled into place 
Right: The sewn 6mm prusik from Sterling on it’s
11.1mm host. Interestingly, ALL the highlines here
were held by gentle prusik hitches!
These pictures are by John Burcham on behalf of
Sterling Ropes who’s ropes were being used and
abused in these exercises and in the phenomenal
highline featured in issue 52 of the magazine.
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Issue 42
came out in the

Late 2004. The

front cover fea-

tured West

Country

Ambulance

Paramedic (and

Firefighter, and

RNLI boat Crew

and Traing

Centre

owner/instructor

Jeremy Griffith

posing in a cliff

cave on his own

beach! The cen-

tre is based at a

cove in Newquay

Cornwall,

England and was at the time one of the few facilities in the

UK to look at providing broad-spectrum Technical Rescue

courses. This project has subsequently been taken on by

academic institute Cornwall College who have a number of

competitiors in the specialist rescue degree and diploma

courses market. Our main articles in this issue were Dr

Thomas Gimenez’s Animal Rescue part 2 and Jim

Segerstom’s new mnemonic for the sequence of rescue in

swiftwater and floods - The Right Way to Help Rescuers

Get Techniques which translates to Talk, Reach, Wade,

Throw, Helo, Row, Go, Tow. Thomas provided a step-by-

step approach to horse rescue with protocol suggestions

for vertical lift, securing a horse to a ‘glide’ and mud rescue

as well as helicopter ops. Dr Gimenez and his staff have

now become the world leaders in training for large anmal

rescue - contact www.tlaer.org

Jim’s article focused on expanding the standard 6-options

for water rescue to include Talk and Wade as well as recat-

egorising the Helo option from last resort to 4th from last

reflecting the increasing importance, technicall efficiency

and piloting proficiency of this valauble resource. This is

particulalry true of North America where short-haul rather

than winching is a standard paractice and can greatly sim-

plify moving a stranded victm the short distance to shore.

‘Professor’ Al Sheehan examined the efficiency of various

pulley systems i pure engineerin terms and as usual came

up with more figures than we could easily fit in some

Reeeaaaally big tables! It all boiled down to a basic prem-

ise - that the larger the pulley, the more efficient it would

be but this was further refined to show that the sheave

diameter as a ratio of the axle diameter was the real deter-

mining factor. He also showed a clear advantage of Ball

bearing over bushing in advantage terms though not wear! 

Cutters Edge Multi-Cut Chainsaw 
CE-2171-RS-D8

GEARreview
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biased but nevertheless left or right-
handed operation is possible
(though not recommended!) due to a
full wraparound forward handle.
Activation and stop buttons can be
used by either hand but cutting on
the right of the saw puts you in
much closer contact with the chain
and the chain brake may not be as
effective.

The D8 version of the saw that we
use has a 20" bar with a full 8"
depth gauge that remains in place
while the chain is running. In
practice this means you can start
the saw and run it while gaining
access to your cutting position safe
in the knowledge that you can't
damage anything or anyone if you
accidentally trigger the chain. More
on this later. The chain guard/depth
gauge can be easily removed
without tools and adjusts away from
the nose to regulate the depth of cut
- this is normally of use in exotic
material cuts such as vehicle or roof
skins where you don't want too deep
a  cut and impact other structures or
critical wires/hoses. 

IN ACTION
The saw itself in terms of power unit
is beyond reproach, it's a little
heavier and bulkier than a specialist
Husqy felling saw but comparable to
the heavier duty (Stihl 08S-style)
models often utilised by Fire &
rescue services.   

Ours is far from a new saw now
but continues to start consistently

The previous multi-material
chainsaw we examined was an
excellent wood chainsaw but

didn't fare so well with the exotic
materials because the chain wasn't
up to the same standard as the saw.
The same cannot be said of this
veteran work-horse. Way back in
issue 2 of Technical Rescue we
looked at the original bullet-chain
saw from Cutters Edge. That was  a
dozen years ago and even then the
chain had been in the field for 4
years so it has certainly stood the
test of time! It was good then, it's
even better now but you may not
appreciate how much better unless
you play with some of the
competition. Perhaps they won't
thank me for saying but Cutters
Edge is all about the chain - the
machine itself isn't made by them
it's a Jonsered/Husqvarna 2171, an
extremely competent saw with a fine
pedigree. But Cutters Edge do
specialise in customising these
european power units to function
better in the multi-material
environment. 

CONSTRUCTION
The power unit is 70cc single
cylinder - 2-stroke/cycle generating
5.6hp or 13500 rpm with no load.
The .77liter/litre fuel tank (1.3
pints) uses 2-stroke mix fuel but
Cutters Edge own recommended fuel
is running at 100:1 rather than the
normal 50:1 for proprietary oils.

It’s a pretty standard build apart
from the blue decompression button.
The ram-air induction filter is a 4-
stage unit prominently mounted on
the top alongside a handy mounting
pad for the screwdriver/wrench that
CE are calling a 'scrench'! There is
an additional protection plate on the
front which also provides the mount
for the depth gauge/chain guard.
The handle is right hand trigger

Cutters Edge Multi-Cut Chainsaw 
CE-2171-RS-D8

well, a process eased by the use of a
compression (blue) button. There is
no on-button as such - it's
permanently switched on and the
thumb switch cuts the engine out. 
The starting procedure is:
� choke pulled out, 
� chain guard covering the chain
� trigger depressed once and finger

removed

The whole point of this saw is it’s
Bullet Chain - a carbide tipped
virtually blunt cutting edge that
grinds away rather than slices
through a range of materials. Having
said that, the CE2171 will easily cut
through wood, it just won’t be as
effortless as a standard wood chain.
But the bullet chain has a couple of
key advantages:

It won’t be blunted the second it
contacts an embedded nail or stone
and it is many times safer than a

wood chain with extremely low risk
of kickback (CE quote 67degree
diminished from a standard wood
chain). Though we probably
shouldn’t say it for fear of inviting
lower quality operators there is no
doubt that this saw/chain
combination is far more forgiving of
poor operation and pushing the
safety envelope. That doesn’t mean it
won’t still take your leg off though -
it’ll just take a more concerted effort
to be that dumb or that unlucky.
We’ve certainly noticed that the
carbide tips are far better fixed and
protected than other chains we’ve
used. So far we’ve had no breakages
(nil, zero, zilch). In a similar series of
tests with another brand we lost 3-
5% of all the teeth rendering the
chain dangerously devoid of an
effective cutting edge. Part of the
secret appears to be the protection
afforded by the front, bullet-shaped
guide to the braze/weld (or however
it’s fixed!) connecting the carbide tip
to the chain. But the quality of
construction on this chain is patently
superior all-round.

Obviously the chainsaw itself can
be fitted with a standard wood chain
and used in the normal way but
when you want to deal with downed
trees and ‘dirty’ cuts switch to the
bullet chain. Any domestic tree
below about 8ft is prone to
overgrown (invisible) metal
contaminants - old fence fixings,
nails, old firework pins etc. Therefore
expect storm work in and around

MANUFACTURER: Cutters Edge
ORIGIN: USA
COST: $1850
ENGINE: 4.3 cu.in / 70.7cc

3.9kW / 9600 rpm
DIMENSIONS: Length 2m/6’2”

Width 540mm - 626mm
Depth 100mm 

WEIGHT: 13.4lbs / 6.1kg (exc bar)
BAR: 15-28” / 38-71cm

A 3” oval  nail normally put’s paid
to a wood chain, to a bullet-chain
it’s hardly even noticed!

CONTENTS
PRODUCT NEWS: 
Partner K650 Rotary Rescue Saw

CE735R Cutters Edge Rotary Rescue Saw

Stretcher in a Rucksack

Con-Space Communications Talk-Box

Lago Headtorch

BFi Optical Thermal Imaging System

Lyon Technical Symposium 2004 Review

SpeleoTechnics FX Headtorches

Jackson Technical Cool Vests

Reflexite Conspicuity Tape

Leatherman Kick, Fuse, Blast & Wave Multi-tools

Cromwell F600 Helmet (p57)

SAFETY RECALLS:

Meolius Carabiners

Wild Country Helium Carabiners

SPECIALS:

Technical Large Animal Rescue Part2, by Dr Tomas

Gimenez and Dr Rebecca Gimenez .

National Lifeguard & Rescue Training Centre (UK)

ROPE RESCUE:

Friction Testing & Pulley Systems in Vertical Rescue

by Al Sheehan

GEAR REVIEWS:

Courant/AK901 Evacuation Harness,

Cutters Edge CE-2171-RS-D8 MultiCut Chainsaw,

SOG S60 Powerlock Multi-tool,

Scott/Sabre Propack SCBA,

Koehler/Bright Star Responder Torch,

StatPack Load’nGo rucksack

GALLERY:

Severn Area Rescue Association

AQUATIC:

The Right Way to Help Rescuers Get Techniques

by Jim Segerstrom

Stokes vs Rescue board Art Doss makes a case for the

use of dedicated rescue boards used in conjunction with

PWCs instead of floating stretchers. This kicked up a debate

and in the interests of a fair discussion we subsequently ran a

follow-up article in the next issue refuting some of Art’s points

MEDICAL:

Tactical Medicine Ex-Technical Rescue Unit Paramed Rich

(Dinger) Bell reports on a  incident in Iraq that required his

treating a US Marine that was the victim of an IED. victim that

had lost a leg, partial amputation of his other foot and loss of

his lower jaw. Rich provides an updated vitals account of his

treatment in the field of this very badly injured soldier and

emphasises the differing prorities of ‘combat’ medicine over

‘civilian’ EMS. 

OFFER PRICE - issue 42
£3.00/$6.00 inc postage
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inc postage



The UK Mountain Rescue Conference 2008 
5th to the 7th September 2008. 

University of Stirling, FK9 4LA, Scotland 

A Joint Conference of
Mountain Rescue England and Wales (MR-EW)

The Mountain Rescue Committee of Scotland (MRC-S)
The Northern Ireland Mountain Rescue 

Co-ordinating Committee (NIMRCC) 
In association with

The Irish Mountain Rescue Association (IMRA)

Conference and Sponsorship enquiries
Please contact Peter Howells for more information

Phone: call during business hours on +44 (0)1633 254 244
Mobile: +44 (0)7836 382 029

E-mail:chairman.conf@mountain.rescue.org.uk

EVENTS
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Unit 6 Fareham
Enterprise Centre,

Hackett Way, 
Newgate Lane,

Fareham, Hampshire,
PO14 1TH - UK

Tel: 0845 230 7630
Fax: 01329 829276 

E-Mail:
datasouth@btconnect.com

www.999supplier.co.uk

Emergency first aid supplies UK, supplies of  medical products for Ambulance,
Rescue, Fire, Police industrial teams and voluntary organisations worldwide.

Pacific Emergency Products         Thomas EMS

American Diagnostic Corp                Wasimed

SUPPORTER of  
Philadelphia Cervical Collar Co       BASICS UK  

Data Southern 
Enterprises Ltd

STOCKIST of: 

Why people die Dr James Grieve
Making a diagnosis of death Dr Steve Teale
Fatalities at the scene of the accident Craig Dewar,Lothian and 

Borders Police
Legal Aspects of death Tony Rich
Medical aspects of Extended Rescue Dr William Lumb
Extended Rescue Underground Alan Jeffries Scottish CRO
Extended Rescue Case Histories Peak District/Dundonell 

and/or Lochaber Teams
Extended Rescue Case Histories South Wales Cave Rescue
UKSAR and MR in the future Peter Dymond
Things we know and things we don’t Dr Paul Grout
It still snows in the Northern Corries Simon Steer
Map Action David Spackman
SAR-Who gets lost and why. Ged Feeney
SAR-When children are involved Dave Perkins/Pete Roberts
Is it worth searching at night?. TBC
Deployment of helicopters in searching Barry Nielsen
Making the best use of dogs Paul Gaskell
Stretcher History and overview Peter Bell
Stretcher -Katie II Jamie Keen/Roger Daynes
Testing Stretchers Lyon Equipment
Other stretchers TBC
Rigging for rescue TBC
Single rope rescue Jonathan Hart
Suspension trauma Dr. David Hillebrand
Medical treatment on the crag Dr Stephen Hearns
Treatment of drowning Professor Mike Tinton
Cave Diving TBC
Inland Water Rescue Fire Service
Water training in MR Ian Rideout
Aircraft site management Bob Lander
Grayrigg Train Crash Andy Dell
IMRA training officer TBC
Search terminology 
– are we talking the same language? Dr. Donald C Cooper
A guide to VAT TBC
Current charity law TBC
Insurance issues Penny Brockman
Fund raising. Mike France

EVENTS

29th May 2008 
to

31st May 2008

Crowne Plaza, Colorado

Springs, CO, USA

TRACKS:

Janet Yatchak: K9 SARTECH Certifications

DUI: Water Ops Officer Development

Safety Solutions: FEMA equivalent Technical

Info/Planning Team Training

Cole Brown: SAR Coord Meet (by invite)

Charley Shimanski: High Tech SAR Tools

Bob Kinder: Surface Supplied Ops

Robert Nozisja: Selecting your K9 Partner

Charlie Miller: Animal Rescue during Floods

Eric Martin: Admin Workshop

Lee Lang: Search Theory

Faith Ortins (DUI): Contaminated Diving

more tracks to be announced

Trade show 

Web: www.nasar.org
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Air-tight
Watertight 

safety for your
valuables and

electronics
6 sizes, 4 colours

or clear with coloured liners

MICROMICRO
CASESCASES

See www.peliproducts.co.uk for full details

PELI-PRODUCTSfrom

Made to measure 
PROFESSIONAL DrySuits 

email: sales@polarbears.co.uk

website: www.polarbears.co.uk

Units B1 & B2, 

Pennygillam Industrial Estate,

Launceston, 

Cornwall, , 

PL15 7ED. 

ENGLAND

Tel: (+44) 01566 773 654 

Fax: (+44) 01566 776 065

OPEN ENROLMENT & 
CUSTOM COURSES

Industrial Rescue • Tower rescue •
Rope Access • Mountain Rescue •

Rigging Skills • Team Skills • AZV •
WEB:     www.ropesthatrescue.com

PHONE: +1 (928) 282-7299 

EMAIL:   info@ropesthatrescue.com 

Rope Rescue & Water Rescue
Training Courses for: 

Fire Service, Police & Ambulance
Rope Rescue, Access & Swiftwater courses to IRIA &

IRATA specifications at your site or ours!

PO Box 28, Wadebridge PL27 7WJ United Kingdom  Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1208 814538   www.rigsystems.co.uk

IRIA accredited training

Ropework Supervisor

Ropework Instructor

IRATA Roped Access for
Emergency Services

Swiftwater & Flood Training

City & Guilds Confined 
Space Access & Rescue

www.abtechsafety.com
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